
  

Welcome to 
Exploring Faith



  

Who is EF for?

Disciples

Students ('love God with all your mind')

Ministers – formal or informal



  

What is EF for?

Enable deeper reflection on faith, life and ministry.

Equip mission areas for 2020 vision.

Open theological learning to the whole church.

Train new readers and clergy.



  

How EF works
Seminar Days 

(18th October - Midterm Seminar

· Am ~ Study Skills and Essay Writing (An optional seminar designed particularly for those 
new or returning to study. Any who would like to attend are welcome.)

· PM ~ Mid-term Seminar Level 4 - Doing Theology

· PM ~ Mid-term Seminar Level 5 - Paul:Romans

Local Education Groups - Handbook, textbook, reading block

Assignments

Placements

Residentials

http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/developing/exploringfaith/



  

Assessed or not assessed?

3 or 4 pieces total 4500 words.

Help is available! - 01352 840842

Exploringfaithasaph@gmail.com

Premarking

Submissions to Gareth Longden at

St Seiriols Centre, Ficardy, Y Felinheli, Gwynedd LL56 4SQ

01248 673292

gareth.stseiriol@gmail.com



  

Contacts

Programme Leader at Glyndwr University

Dr Tania Ap Sion - t.apsion@glyndwr.ac.uk

To be added or removed from the Exploring Faith contacts database:

pamela.thompson@churchinwales.org.uk

Pastoral Tutor

Rev Martin Batchelor - martinbtchlr @ gmail.com 01244 550947

Course Chaplain

Rev Rex Matthias - rexmatthias61@gmail.com 01352 752960



  

Registration and Enrolment

Reg form

Enrolment form – assessed students only

Leave blank fees section!

Fees - £25 per term to cover materials. Give to 
your tutor to give to Graham Walker at the 
Diocesan Office. No tuition fees



  

Resources

University Handbook

Course Handbook

See the website or next seminar day

Slides are emailed round



  



  

Theological Reflection



  

Exploring Faith 

Doing Theology



  

What is theology?

● Princeton - Theos – Logy = Study of God.

“the systematic and rational study of concepts of God and 
their influences and of the nature of religious truths”

● Augustine of Hippo  theologia = reasoning or discussion 
concerning the Deity

● Hooker Theology = the science of things divine
● Hainsworth (1)  Theology = a bit of a problem
● Hainsworth (2) Theology = how religious people try to 

make life and faith make some sort of sense together



  

Academic vs Ordinary Theology

● Ordinary Theology – the daily attempts of 
ordinary people to connect life and faith and 
understand them both

● Academic Theology -  a specific set of 
disciplines and skills usually acquired by 
completing specialized training, usually at a 
university or school of divinity or seminary.



  

Types of academic theology

Historical theology

Philosophical Theology and Systematics

Ethics

Practical Theology

Religious Studies and comparative religion

History of religion.

'Particular' theologies – Feminist, black, 
liberation, queer, etc



  

By whom and for whom?

● Personal, Church and Public Square 
theologies.



  

Theology and Faith

● How is theology different from faith?  (eg Is 
there a difference between knowing what you 
believe and knowing that you believe?)

● How do theology and faith inform each other?

● Do you need to be a Christian to do theology?



  

Faith seeking understanding

● Theology needs to be rational. It needs to be 
understandable. To make sense. To the 
individual, the churches and the public square.

● Dawkins “We who doubt that "theology" is a 
subject at all, or who compare it with the study 
of leprechauns, are eagerly hoping to be 
proved wrong... as for theology itself, defined 
as "the organised body of knowledge dealing 
with the nature, attributes, and governance of 
God", a positive case now needs to be made 
that it has any real content at all, and that it 
has any place in today's universities.”



  

Faith and Reason

Can faith come from reason alone?

If not, where does it come from?

So what does it mean to be 'reasonable' 
theologians?



  

Sources of theology

Theology is a faithful attempt to 'make sense' of all 4 of these sources.



  

How do we know 
anything about anything?

● Epistemology = the study of how we know that 
      we know.



  

Foundationalism

 Knowledge built on 
certain foundation

 Built by logical 
consequence

 Can be publicly 
tested and verified

 Can be shown to 
be objectively true



  

Foundationalist theologies

Tradition is the foundational – Catholic

The Bible is foundational – Evangelical

Reason is foundational – Classical Liberalism

Experience is foundational – Some forms of 
Pentecostalism and Contextual theologies 

Jesus Christ is foundational – Karl Barth

Theology has no foundation – anti-Barthian Liberalism



  

The problems with foundationalism

● It is impossible to 
know everything

● It is elitist
● If one belief is false

the whole is false
● There is no foundation

that can be agreed
or proved (the 'why regress')

● It is not how people
actually think



  

Is any one source foundational?

Or are they all interconnected?



  

Non-foundationalism



  

How do we know something is true?

● Makes sense/connects up for me = personal 
verification

● Makes sense to me and her = peer review
● Makes sense to us = communal verification
● Makes sense to them = trans-communal 

verification
● Makes sense to everyone = universal 

verification



  

Does “anything go”

● Infinite outcomes is not the same as 
any outcome.

+ = ?



  



  

Apophatic vs kataphatic theology

Can we say what believe is true of God or only 
what is not true of God?

If something is 'true' of God, such as God is love, 
does that make God  just another 'thing' like 
us?  Is God's love 'like' our love?



  

Setting boundaries for theology



  

Coffee



  

Children and Communion

● Scripture
● Tradition
● Reason
● Experience



  



  

Problems with Language.

● Words defined by words
● How do words refer?
● People have meaning 

rather than words 
● Generalisation/categorisation 

(identifies likeness)
● Precision vs significance
● Literal and non literal 



  



  

Literal statement
• Tyson is a dog



  

Non-literal
• Tyson is a 
dog



  

Need information outside the 
image itself.

• Ear-biting event
• Rules of boxing
• Value assumptions 

re dogs
• Dogs
• Boxers
• Mike Tyson



  

Hot dog in a bun

It was only a metaphor!



  

Can we speak of God at all?

God as Other

Idolatory

Theology as God's self-giving.

Theology as metaphor.



  

Metaphors and God



  

Metaphorical thinking



  

Metaphors everywhere

• Climbing this week to 
number 3



  

Metaphors everywhere

• She has a baby on the way



  

Metaphors everywhere

• (Funerals) Abide with me, fast fall 
the eventide



  

Metaphors everywhere

• He knows where he's going in life



  

How do metaphors work.

• Time has stolen my youth
• The Lord is my shepherd
• She is my rock.
• My car refused to start this morning
• A knife can't whittle its own handle.
• All the world is a stage



  

Are they comparisons?

• Shepherds
• Guides
• Washes socks
• Protects
• Broad Accents
• Smell of sheep
• Leads

• God
• Guides
• Washes souls
• Protects
• Speaks in tongues
• Smells of incense
• Leads



  

Metaphor as 'seeing as...'



  

Metaphor as 'seeing as...'



  

Change?

• Unsubstitutable
• Change the 

metaphor
• Change the meaning



  

• If God is Father then we are children

• The Father is the head of the household.

• The household consists of people (family members)

• The Father is superior to the children and is other from them (he 
creates them externally from himself).

• If God is Father, the children should obey the Father

• God therefore desires obedience.

• Sin is rebellion.

• Fathers get angry at this rebellion

• Sin is primarily a personal matter between Father and child.

• Fathers punish rebellious children.

• Jesus (Son) is punished on behalf of the other children.

• Salvation is of the individual soul as it is forgiven for its 
transgressions.



  

• If God is Mother, giving birth to her own body.

• The world is the Body of God and Child of God.

• The whole of the Body is God's household.

• The Mother creates within herself and out of herself – all 

• If God is Mother, she desires and provides life for all her children

• God therefore desires justice and nurture for abundant life.

• Sin is injustice or a failure to ensure abundant life for all equally.

• Mothers get angry at this injustice.

• Sin is primarily a personal matter between God's children.

• Mothers establish justice in advance rather than punish 
retrospectively .

• Jesus establishes justice with (as a friend to) the other children.

• Salvation is of the world as it is moves towards abundant life for all.



  

God is a DJ

• Control?
• Authority?
• Ethic?
• Sin?
• Salvation?
• Church?
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